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Abstract—The temporal interval relationships formalized by Allen, and later
extended to accommodate semi-intervals by Freksa, have been widely utilized in
both data modeling and artificial intelligence research to facilitate reasoning
between the relative temporal ordering of events. In practice, however, some
modifications to the relationships are necessary when linear temporal sequences
are provided, when event times are aggregated, or when data is supplied to a
granularity which is larger than required. This paper discusses these modifications
and outlines a solution to this problem which accommodates any available
knowledge of interval midpoints.
Index Terms—Temporal reasoning, temporal uncertainty, Allen temporal
relationships, Freksa semi-intervals.

1 INTRODUCTION
IN 1983, Allen outlined a closed, nonoverlapping set of 13 interval-
interval relationships; a set which can completely characterize the
relative relationship between two temporal (or directional 1D)
intervals [1]. This work has subsequently been extended in a
number ways, including spatial and uncertain data; see [2], [3], [4]
for surveys on the area.
The reasoning between such relationships is facilitated by a
transitivity matrix, which, given the relationship between intervals
A and B and B and C, provides the subset within which any
relationship between A and C must fall. This work was later
extended by Freksa to accommodate vagueness in one or more of
the end points (termed semi-intervals) [5]. The Allen relationships,
and to a lesser extent those of Freksa also, have been widely used
in research in both data modeling, particularly temporal data
modeling and temporal databases, and artificial intelligence,
particularly temporal reasoning and decision support, and to a
lesser extent in other fields such as data mining.
In practice, however, some modifications to the relationships
are necessary when the input provided is a linear temporal
sequence, when it has been aggregated into unordered blocks, or
when the granularity adopted is larger than is required for
reasoning. For example, with events time-stamped to the day, two
events recorded on consecutive days can be as much as 48 hours or
as little as a minute apart. Moreover, no ordering can be implied
for events with the same date.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, four (meets, equals, starts, and finishes)
of the 13 interval-interval relationships (plus their inverses) require
at least one set of the endpoints of the intervals to be simultaneous,
which when presented with a single data stream (as is common
with, for example, real-time sensor data) cannot occur—tokens
typically occur in an ordered sequence, even when, at a fine level
of detail, that order is arbitrary. The problem becomes evident
when this capricious ordering hampers reasoning and/or mining
over the data. In practice, situations such as these occur frequently.
This paper discusses this issue, suggests a suitable interpreta-
tion, and provides a general solution involving the utilization of
midpoint data.
2 DISPOSING OF IMPLIED ORDER AND IMPLIED
SIMULTANEITY
The two related problems can be briefly summarized as follows:
1. In cases where tokens are provided as a linear (nontime-
stamped, unidentified) stream originating from n inde-
pendent sensors, we must assume that any sequence of n
tokens between two tokens in the stream originating from
the same source took place simultaneously and that any
apparent order is as a result of polling delays.
2. Alternatively, when data is supplied with a larger than
required granularity, we cannot assume that those tokens
time-stamped at ti are necessarily all closer to each other
than those time-stamped at ti1 or tiþ1. This applies also to
events placed unordered in ordered blocks of input.
The simple solution to the first problem (and one used in some
research) has been to fragment the stream into sections of at least
2nþ 1. However, this does not eliminate the problem as this is a
moving window, as shown in Fig. 2, which can span any selected
fragment size. Moreover, a large fragment (as with a large
granularity) may also serve to create the second problem and act
to imply simultaneity where none exists.
In some cases, data is provided in blocks in which events are
unordered, even if the blocks themselves are ordered. In this case,
there is again a window, as shown in Fig. 3. Assuming n sensors,
we would ideally want to use the moving window IWk, but in this
case, we must use the larger window Wk, which encompasses any
block covered by IWk.
For data with too large a granularity, there is again a window,
this time of those events that have an implied simultaneity where
none may exist. For example, in Fig. 3, event i is closer to k than
event j despite being given a different timestamp (i.e., in a
different block). We can consider this case as being analogous to
the blocked events problem, albeit that the blocks may be sparse.
One possible solution is to utilize modified point-interval
transitivity graphs to accommodate the window. In 1982, Vilain [6]
discussed five point-interval temporal relationships (shown also in
Fig. 1). Thus, one solution is to consider two events as being
simultaneous if any of the tokens j starts, finishes, or is during the
interval represented by the moving window Wk of the other. This
must be performed twice, once for each end of Wk.
Alternatively, as we propose in this paper, we can extend
Allen’s interval-interval algebra to consider not only the end-
points of intervals but also their midpoints, effectively extending
his 13 relationships to 49, as shown in Fig. 4. The expanded set
divides the overlap relationship in nine different types, the during
relationship into seven, and the starts and finishes relationships
into three each. Together with their inverses and the five
unchanged relationships, there is a closed set of 49 variable
length, interval-interval relationships with midpoints. These can
be viewed as a further restriction of Allen’s relationships in the
same way that Allen’s are more restricted than those of Freksa.
However, because Wj and Wk are identical in length, of the
13 Allen relationships, six of them (during, contains, starts, started
by, finishes, and finished by) are not required. Instead, we can
create a closed set of 11 relationships by extending the overlaps/
overlapped by relationship, as shown in Fig. 5.
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More formally, two nonzero-length intervals X and Y can be
considered to have a temporal relationship based on the relative
positions of their endpoints and midpoints. Since Xstart < Xmid <
Xend and Ystart < Ymid < Yend, the 3
9 combinations are reduced to
49. Requiring the intervals to be fixed length introduces further
constraints, such as Xstart ¼ Ystart ! Xmid ¼ Ymid ^Xend ¼ Yend,
which reduces the combinations to 11. As for the Allen constraints,
transitive relationships can be calculated through a transitivity
table, as outlined in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 5, we can see that in the context of a data stream, only
MediumOverlap, LargeOverlap, and Equals results in the midpoint
of one interval being within the other. Thus, using this new
algebra, we note that if the relationship between Wi and Wj, for
two tokens i and j, is SmallOverlap for any given number of
sensors n, then the implied point-point relationship is Before, as
the end-point of one does not overlap with the midpoint of the
other. For Medium-Overlap and LargeOverlap, for any given
number of sensors n, the implied point-point relationship is
potentially Equals, implying possible simultaneity.
Finally, while it is beyond the scope of this short paper to
discuss a full extension to Allen’s algebra with midpoints, it should
be noted that some increase in specificity can be gained by
expanding the model to all 49 relationships. For example, it can be
shown from the augmented transitivity table in Fig. 6, for the
relationships given in Fig. 5, that while in Allen’s algebra
A o B ^B o C ! A o;m;< C; ð1Þ
using midpoints can offer the ability to refine this to
A so B ^ B so C ! A < C: ð2Þ
That is, information about midpoints can refine the set of
relationships returned. It should be also noted, however, that in
cases when midpoint data is unavailable, the proposal degrades
gracefully to the algebra given by Allen.
3 PRACTICAL APPLICATION
Allen and Freksa’s model has been applied widely [2], [3], [4]. In
principle, there is no reason why, given the appropriate data, most
of these applications should not use and benefit from this extended
model. Midpoints are known, for example, whenever the end-
points are given in absolute time.
In Section 1, we discussed some general scenarios in which such
a model may be applied. One specific application investigated has
been in sequence mining—specifically that of detecting and
characterizing interacting sequences in very long strings [7]. For
some data sets, we cannot assume that just because a token occurs
after another token in the string, the events they represent occurred
in that order. For example, tokens collected though polling N event
monitors could, in the worst case, occur N  1 tokens out of
position. We have thus used this technique to accommodate this
uncertainty.
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Fig. 3. Moving window over tokens with larger than required granularity (or tokens
in blocks).
Fig. 4. Models of temporal interval relationships.
Fig. 1. Temporal interval-interval, point-interval, and point-point.
Fig. 2. Moving window of potentially simultaneous tokens where n ¼ 4.
In practice, the time complexity of using an 11 11 or a 49 49
element table is the same as employing Allen’s 13 13 element
table. The space complexity varies marginally with the obvious
change in the size of the static lookup table.
4 CONCLUSION
This paper has demonstrated that a simple extension to Allen’s
interval-interval relationship algebra, to refine the overlaps
relationship to consider midpoints for equal length intervals, can
be used to accommodate linear (nontime-stamped) sequences of
tokens and allow more appropriate reasoning over stream data,
such as real-time sensor data. Although sufficient for the problem
at hand, this work could be generalized to a full set of variable-
length, interval-interval relationships with midpoints.
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Fig. 5. Equal-length interval-interval relationships with midpoints.
Fig. 6. Constraint propagation matrix for equal length interval-interval relationships with midpoints.
